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Know that the patient, if a person is seen in problems like the head of 
a body. If the head is missing, the whole body will rot. Similarly, if 
patience is lost, then all the problems will be damaged. 
 
 Love of God is the peak of love. Valleys love is love to others. 
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Dahin Nafiesah. A320110142. A TRANSLATION ANALYSIS ON NOUN 
PHRASE IN DREAMS of TRESSPASS INTO PEREMPUAN-PEREMPUAN 
HAREEM. Research Paper. Muhammadiyah Univercity of Surakarta. 2018 
 
The research paper analyzes noun phrase in Dreams of Trespass novel. The study 
aims (1) to identify the types of translation shift of noun phrase found in Dreams of 
Trespass and (2) to describe the accuracy of Dreams of Trespass translations. The types 
of this research is descriptive qualitative research. The object of the study is the novel 
entitled Dreams of Trespass and its translation. The data of this study are clauses and 
sentences consisting noun phrase found in Dreams of Trespass novel. Data sources used 
in this research are the documentation of the data research paper and the expert 
judgement. Based on the analysis, there are 6 types of English noun phrase. 311 data or 
83,62% of the data are covered by noun phrase type 1 translated into 12 variations in 
Indonesian noun phrase. NP2 translating variations has 23 data or 6,18%. NP3 
translating variation has 11 data or 2,91% of the data. NP4 translating variation has 13 
data or 3,50% of the data. NP5 translating variation has 5 data or 1,35% of the data, then 
NP7 translating variation has 9 data or 2,44% of the data. In noun phrase accuracy found 
that the data coverage of score 3. It has score on the average 2.8. The score can be 
separated into NP1 has amount score of readability 2.8, NP2 has amount score of 
accuracy 2.8, NP3 has amount score of accuracy 3, NP4 has amount score of accuracy 
2.9, NP5 has amount score of accuracy 2.8, NP7 has amount score of accuracy 2.8. 
Accuracy is mostly coverage by accurate, but there are also less accurate and inaccurate. 
To more clearly it can be seen as 323 data or 86.8% belong to accurate, 38 data or 10.2% 
belong to less accurate, 11 data or 3.0% belong to inaccurate. 
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